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Let X be a topological space equipped with the action of a finite group f7. We may form the 
twisted group ring of f7, coefficients being elements of the ring of continuous functions on X with 
values in the real numbers, complex numbers or quaternions. In this paper we show how the Witt 
groups of hermitian forms of various kinds over these twisted group rings can be described in 
terms of the real, complex or quaternionic equivariant K-theory of X. 
Let X be a paracompact space admitting the action of a finite group I7. Let 
F= IR, C, or IH, the real numbers, complex numbers, or the quaternions, and let - be 
an involution on F, i.e. an anti-automorphism of period two. (We allow the 
possibility of - being the identity map if F= R or C.) Let F(X) be the ring of 
continuous functions on X with values in F. Note that F(X) has a n-action as 
follows: 
For f E F(X), g E 17, the action of g on f, written f g, is defined by fg(x) =f(gx) for 
each XEX. Also F(X) has an involution - induced by that on F. 
Let F(X)Z7 denote the twisted group ring of f7 with coefficients in F(X). A typical 
element of F(X)l7 is an expression Cgen a,g, each agE F(X), addition is defined in 
the obvious way, and multiplication is induced by requiring (a,g). (ahh) =a,aigh. 
F(X)R has an involution, which we also denote by -, given by 
( > ,F” Q&f = E” g-Q, 
where 0Jx) = ag(x), and - is the involution on F. 
We will consider hermitian forms over finitely generated F(X)I7-modules 
hermitian with respect to -. Note that such forms may equivalently be viewed 
as forms which are hermitian over (F(X), -) and n-invariant, i.e. maps 
@I : Mx M-F(X), M and F(X)I7-module, @ hermitian with respect to - on F(X) 
and n-invariant in the sense that @(gu, go)g= @(u, u) for all U, u EM, and all g E II. 
(This slightly unusual definition of n-invariance will be seen to be necessary later 
on. When X is a single point it reduces to the usual idea of a n-invariant form on an 
FII-module.) 
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The equivalence of the two viewpoints can be seen as follows: 
Given 4 as above, we may define B : MxM+F(X)l7 by 
m4u)= ,n, QE” -!- c qqu, g-‘0)g for U, OEM. 
0 is easily checked to be hermitian over (F(X)f7, -). Conversely given 
6: MxM+F(X)l7, hermitian over (F(X)n, -) we may recover rp by taking the 
trace, (coefficient of the identity element of n), i.e. @(u, o) =Trace 0(u, u). See [S], 
also [3]. This correspondence nables us to pass from one viewpoint to the other. 
From now on, we will adopt the viewpoint of being II-invariant and hermitian over 
(F(X), -). 
We also consider vector bundles over the base space X, the fibres being finite- 
dimensional F-vector spaces and we will assume these bundles have a D-action 
]2, P. 351. 
It is well known, Swan [9], that the section functor gives an isomorphism of the 
category of finite-dimensional vector bundles over X with the category of finitely 
generated projective F(X)-modules. Furthermore, the category of bundles with 
n-action is isomorphic to the category of finitely generated modules over the 
twisted group ring F(X)I7. See [2] where X is assumed compact although this result 
will remain true for X paracompact. 
The n-bundle < corresponds to the F(X)I7-module r(r) of sections of 5. Recall 
that the n-action on I-(r) is defined by (gs)(x) =g(s(g-Ix)) for SE f(r), g E f7, XE X. 
A hermitian form over F(X)I;I corresponds to a section of the bundle Hermn{ 
whose fibre at x is the space of n-invariant hermitian forms over (F, -) on the fibre 
5,. (Note that if F= IT? or C and - is the identity then these forms over (F, -) 
should perhaps be called quadratic forms.) A section of Herm& amounts to an 
assignment for each XE X of a form w,~ on the fibre &, hermitian over (F, -) and 
n-invariant in that WJgu, gu) = w,(u, u) for all U, u E <,V. More specifically given 
@ : I’(<) x f-(r) + F(X), II-invariant, hermitian over (F(X), -) (which is equivalent o 
a form hermitian over F(X)I;I by our earlier remark), the correspondence of 4 with 
{ WxIxeX is given by the equation 
@@t,+)(x) = w~(~I(x),~~(x)) for each ~IJZE~(~. 
(cf. [6. p. 1051). 
We will write W(F(X)II, -) for the Witt group of non-singular hermitian forms 
over (F(X)f7,-), i.e. the Grothendieck group of isometry classes of such forms 
factored out by the subgroup of hyperbolic forms. (See [3] for example for the 
definitions.) We write KFn(X), F= lR,C or IH for the equivariant K-theory of 
n-vector bundles over the reals, complex numbers, quaternions respectively. See 
121, PI. 
Note that KR&X),KCn(X) have a ring structure induced by the tensor product 
whereas KIH,(X) has just a group structure. Also W(F(X)I;I, -) has a ring structure 
for F= IR, C as F(X) is commutative where for F= IH we have only a group structure. 
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Proposition 1. Let the involution - on F be the identity for F= R, and the standard 
conjugation for F= C or IH. 
Then W(F(X)I7, -) is isomorphic to KF&X) for F= IR, C, IH. (The first two 
isomorphisms are of rings whereas the third is of additive groups.) 
Proof. The idea of the proof is to define a homomorphism cr: G(F(X)l7, -)d 
KF”(X), G(F(X)Il,-) being the Grothendieck group of non-singular forms over 
(F(X)f7,-), and show that B is onto and has kernel precisely the subgroup of 
hyperbolic forms. The map o is defined in the same sort of way as the Atiyah- 
Singer-Segal U-signature [ 1, p. 5781 and for F= IR, X a single point, it is precisely 
the algebraic version of this signature. 
We define cr as follows: First choose a positive definite n-invariant form ( > over 
(F, -) on r. i.e. a section s of Hermn(<) such that s(x) is positive definite for each x. 
(Such forms exist since we may first choose a positive definite form 8, not 
necessarily n-invariant, which certainly exists, (cf. [2]), and then define 
(4 0) = c,,, B(gu, go) which is n-invariant.) 
We next define an operator J on < by the equation 
w,Ju* 0) = (Ju, o>, 
for all u, u E <,, for all XE X. 
It is well defined and self adjoint. If IJI = (JJ*)“* then A =J/lJI is such that 
A*= 1 and putting P= +(l -A) we have a projection operator on < which leads to a 
splitting {=T+@<- where r’ = P(r), c- = (1 -P)<. This splitting is n-invariant 
since (u and ( > are n-invariant forms. Note that w is positive (resp. negative) 
definite on r’ (resp. r-). 
The splitting is independent of choice of ( > since if we had r = a’@ q-, 
w positive (resp. negative) definite on fl+ (resp. q-), then q’n<- =0 and v-C<- 
</<-=<’ gives an isomorphism of bundles. 
We define @T(r),@)= [(‘I - [<-I, an element of KFn(X), [ ] denoting the 
isomorphism class of a bundle. It is easily checked that o depends on @ up to 
isometry only. It is clear that o is an additive group homomorphism and that cr is 
onto since any n-bundle may be equipped with a positive definite n-invariant form. 
Also, o is a ring homomorphism in the cases F= I?, C when tensor product is valid 
because given n-bundles &, i= 1,2 and decompositions & = <:@ <; then clearly 
and 
To complete the proof of the theorem we have only to show that the kernel of o is 
precisely the subgroup of hyperbolic forms. If the form @ on f(r) is hyperbolic 
over F(X)II then r(c) must be a sum T(q)@T(q)* of F(X)-modules, f(q)*= 
Homnx,(T(q), F(X)) and @(u@ IJ, u’@ u’) = u(u’) + u’(u) for all u, U’E r(q), u, U’E 
T(q)*. Note thatT(q)*zZQ*)and hence we have Z-(<)=T(~@~*), q* the dual bundle 
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of q, and the decomposition <=<+@<- will be such that if <+= {(x,_v)~f1@~*} 
then, because of the definition of @, t-= {(x,-~)E~@~*:(x,_Y)E<+). (Note that, 
for each x, the form wx on c, is hyperbolic and so r,’ z <;). We thus have the map- 
ping < + + <-, (x, y) -+ (x, -JJ) which will b e an isomorphism of bundles, n-invariant 
since I$ is. 
Conversely, if o(T(<), @) = 0, then < + = r- so we may write < as a sum s@q with 
wx positive definite on the first copy of qx and negative definite on the second. It 
follows then that (r(r), @) is isometric to the sum (r(q), @c)@ (f(q), -&). &, coming 
from y on the first copy of q. Such a form is hyperbolic [3]. 
Comment. Our proposition includes the following two special cases. 
(i) Let X be a single point so that KFn(X) is isomorphic to &(f7), the 
F-representation ring of II. (For F= IH it is only a group!) Then our map 
0: W(Ff7, -)+&(JI) is an isomorphism. For F= fR,C the fact that W(Fl7, -) and 
R,(n) are isomorphic was shown in [4] though not by this method. 
If, in addition, I7 is trivial then our isomorphisms are of course the usual 
signature isomorphisms of the Witt ring (resp. ring, resp. group) of quadratic, (resp. 
hermitian, resp. hermitian) forms over R, (resp. C, resp. IH), with the integers. 
(ii) Let l7 be trivial and let F= IR. Then our isomorphism o: lV(R(X), -)-+KR(X) 
is given in [6, p. 1061. Note that in [6] they let X be a smooth manifold and E?(X) the 
ring of smooth mappings. Our results go through if we make this restriction to 
smoothness of mappings. 
We will now consider the Witt groups W(R(X)I7, -l), W(C(X)I7, l), 
W(C(X)n, -l), W(IH(X)n,-) consisting of II-invariant forms skew-symmetric over 
R(X), quadratic over C(X), skew-symmetric over C(X), and hermitian over 
(IH(X), -) respectively. This last involution ^  is defined on IH by r= -i, J= j. Note that 
i= i-‘Ri for all XE IH, and that forms hermitian over (IH, -) may equivalently be 
viewed as skew-hermitian with respect to the standard involution - on IH. (@ 
hermitian w.r.t. ^ implies i@ skew-hermitian w.r.t. - and vice versa). 
In equivariant K-theory, we have four natural maps 
i : KR”(X)-+KC/#), j:KCn(X)+KHn(X), 
p : KW~PKbW), q : KIH&X)-+KC,#), 
i, j given by tensoring by C, IH respectively, p, q given by restriction of scalars. We 
write Coker to denote the cokernel of a map. 
Proposition 2. (i) W’(lR(X)I7, -1) is isomorphic to Coker i. 
(ii) W(C(X)I& 1) is isomorphic to Coker p. 
(iii) W(C(X)I7, -1) is isomorphic to Coker j. 
(iv) W(IH(X)fl,‘) is isomorphic to Coker q. 
Proof. (i) We use similar notation to that in Proposition 1. We will define a map 
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m : G(R(X)n, -I)-KC&X) which we claim is an isomorphism and we show that 
the hyperbolic forms over (R(X)I7, -1) correspond precisely to the image of 
i: KR,(X)+KC”(X). 
The skew-symmetric n-invariant form 8 over R(X) defined on a module of 
sections r(r), <a real n-bundle over X, leads to a complex structure on <as follows: 
@ gives a set of skew-symmetric forms w-Y defined on each fibre &. Define the 
operator A : < 4 ( by the equation ~.~(u, w) = O,,(Au, w) for all XE X, all u, w E &, 19 
being a n-invariant positive definite form on <. It is easily seen that A is skew- 
adjoint and so J=A/IAI is such that J2=-1. J commutes with the group action 
since our forms are n-invariant. Thus J gives < the structure of a complex bundle 
with n-action. Letting rc denote r with this complex structure we define 
m(T(& @) = cc. Any complex bundle [ with n-action can be obtained in this way 
since we may choose a positive definite hermitian form ( > on <, n-invariant, and 
define a real skew-symmetric form w by W,(IJ, w) = T((iu, w)) for all u, w. (Here 
T: C + IR is the usual trace.) Note that O(u, w) = T((u, w)) defines a real positive 
definite quadratic form on [. It is easily checked that m is an isomorphism. 
We see that the hyperbolic forms are mapped by m to precisely the image of 
i : M?,(X) -+ K&(X) as follows: 
If (r(r), @) is hyperbolic then we have I-(<) =r(q)@T(q)* and @ induces I,V where 
w.~ : (rl,O rl.3 x h@ dP-+R is given by 
vx((4 fX (09 g) = g(u) -f(u). 
By choosing a positive definite n-invariant real quadratic form p on q we obtain an 
isomorphism ~3 q* under which u E qx corresponds to an element foe qf and, vice 
versa, f E q.z corresponds to IJ/ E q.,. 
Note that ,M(u,, u’) =f(u’) for U’E ~f.~, and we have a positive definite form p* on q* 
such that p*(f,,f’)=f’(u). We claim that <=q@q* is isomorphic to q07C, an 
element in the image of i. 
The isomorphism q@q*+ ~0~ C is given by (u,f)-‘u@ 1 + u,@i. Using I,V and 
P@P* the complex structure J on q@q* is such that J(u,f) = (-u,-,fv) since 
w((o, f), (0’3 f’) = f’(u) -Au’) 
=P*(_Lf’) -P(+ u’)) 
= (~uO~*)(J(o,_fh (u’,f’)). 
The mapping (u,f)-+u@l +uf@i is thus C-linear since i(u@l +uf@i)= 
-u_@ 1 + u@i, and also it is n-invariant thus giving an isomorphism of complex 
n-bundles. 
Conversely any bundle in the image of i is of the form q@,C for some real 
n-bundle and it can be checked that qOF Q: is expressible as q@q* with a complex 
structure on q@q* induced by a hyperbolic skew-symmetric form. 
(ii) Given a module of section r(r) and a form 0 over (C(X)Z7,1) we have 
complex quadratic forms wx: <,x &-C induced on each fibre <,. 
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Define an operator J on < by choosing a positive definite n-invariant hermitian 
form < > on 5 and requiring w,(u, w) = (Ju, w), for all x E X, all O, w E <,,. Note that J 
is antilinear in that J(Lo) = XII for 1 E C. J is a self-adjoint real operator with respect 
to the real quadratic form To ( >, T: C-R being the usual trace and if A =J/IJl 
then A’= 1. A may be regarded as a ‘conjugation’ operator on < and if 
to= {v~<:Ao=u} then &,isa real bundlesuch that &,@zCz<, u@i.+~o. Thus we 
have a mapping G(C(X)I-I, l)-+KRn(X) induced by 5 4 to. To see that hyper- 
bolic forms over (C(X)f?, 1) correspond precisely to elements of the image 
of p : KC&C) -*KR&X) suppose we have a hyperbolic form r$ on 
J’(r) = T(~)Of-(rl*). Then @ gives hyperbolic forms wX: (~,~@q.z) x (a,@~.:) + C, 
w,((u, f), (V g)) = f(w) + g(u) for all 0, w E II,, f, g E v.?, XE X. 
Choosing a positive definite n-invariant hermitian form p on 0 we have an 
isomorphism fl-+q*, u+~(u, -), 4 being the conjugate bundle of q. (rf has the same 
elements as q but, for 1 EC, Au in 4 equals LIJ in q.) Also ~1 gives p* on q* as in (i) 
and we may take ( > =p@p* on <=q@q*. It is easily checked now that the 
operator J defined using ( > leads to the real bundle <,, being equal to q, i.e. having 
a complex structure and so being in the image of p : KC&X)-KR,(X). 
Conversely any bundle in the image of p comes from a hyperbolic form in this 
manner. 
(iii) This is proven in a similar fashion to (i), a complex n-invariant skew- 
symmetric form on each fibre leading to an operator J on r with J’= -1 thus 
inducing a quaternionic structure. 
(iv) This is proved similarly to (ii) defining the operator J by the equation 
V,(O,X) = (Jo, w> 
where w is hermitian over (IH, -) on the fibre <, and ( > is a positive definite 
n-invariant hermitian form over (IH, -). Note that for I E IH, we have J(h) = 10 and 
the composite - of the two involutions on IH is needed to obtain the underlying 
complex bundle. (Note that T= i, J= -j, so that - fixes C in IH = C + Cj.) The 
operator J can be viewed as a complex linear operator on r, self-adjoint with respect 
to the complex hermitian form To ( >, T: IH -C given by r(t, +.zzj) =zt for 
Z~,ZZE C. The rest of the proof proceeds as in (ii). 
Comment. When X is a single point our results (i), (ii), (iii) give a more succint 
presentation of some of the results of Frohlich-McEvett [4] on orthogonal and 
symplectic representations. The calculations in [4] are done using generators of the 
representation rings R&T),R,-(I7). The reader can check that our results coincide 
with [4] by the following considerations. 
We have natural maps 
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and we have c: R:(n)- R.-(n) induced by complex conjugation. The following 
relationships hold: 
pi=jq=2, cq=q, ci=i, pc=p, jc=c, ip=qj=l+c, 
also i and j are injective. If ,~,x,y denote classes of irreducible real, complex, 
quaternionic representations then R-,(n) is generated by {Q, px, pqy}, R:I7 by 
{i,o,,y, cx,qy} and IR &7) by {jig jx, y}. It is straightforward now to verify that our 
results on the Witt groups of(i), (ii), (iii) coincide with the calculations of [4]. Also 
in [4] it is shown that the Z2-graded ring W(Cf7, l)@ W(Cf7, -1) is isomorphic to 
Ker( 1 - c)/Im( 1 + c). From our results, 
W(u7,l) s 
R;U’U 
and W(Cf7,-1)~ 
&,W’) 
~(Rdn)) ARc(fl)) . 
Now i and q are injective so that we may view W(CU, l)@ W(U7, -1) as 
q(R’dn)) 
$lE(z;) @ qj(R -(II)) = 
iRdn) + qR 4’) 
; I_ Im(1 +c) 
since ip =qj = 1+ c. (It is easy to see that i(R&7)) + qRlh(17) = Ker(1 -c) and that 
i(R i;(l7)) fl q(R h(f7)) = Im( 1 + c). See also [7, appendix]). Thus 
iRB(fl) + qR &‘O 
Im(l +c) 
has a Z2-graded ring structure. (Note that the direct sum R&7)@Rb(f7) has a 
&-graded ring structure since for two right IHI7-modules V,, V, we may use the 
involution to define a left IHin-module structure on Vz and then Vt 0 r V: may be 
viewed as an RI7-module.) 
Also 
W(RI7, I)@ W(R17, -l)zRn(f7)@ 
RcW) 
i(Rn(n)) 
has a Z2-graded ring structure and the reader can compare our description with that 
given in [4] in terms of basic generators. 
Finally we should comment that although we have confined ourselves to finite 
groups Lr it seem likely that propositions 1 and 2 will go through if n is a compact 
topological group. 
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